A generalization of a theorem of Chacon is proved simply by an application of a maximal inequality. A pointwise convergence theorem and the submartingale convergence theorem are immediate consequences.
Let (Ω, 3F, P) be a probability space, {X n } be a sequence of integrable random variables adapted to the increasing sequence {2P n } of sub σ-fields of 2F, B be the collection of all bounded stopping times (with respect to {8F n }) 9 and D be the collection of random variables Y which are measurable with respect to & x = σ({2£ n }) and, for each w in Ω, Y(w) is a cluster value of the sequence {X n (w)}.
The main purpose of this note is to generalize (in Theorem 1) the result stated as Corollary 1, due to Chacon ([3] ). The result is a reformulation of a result due to Baxter ([2]) but our method of proof is much simpler than that in ( [2] ) and ( [3] ), and is just a simple application of a maximal inequality due to Chacon and Sucheston ( [4] To prove (1), we need a maximal inequality, which I learned from Chacon and Sucheston.
(2) λP I sup I X n I § λ ) g sup E (I X t \) for each positive constant λ. Further, if sup teB E(\X t \)<<χ>, then X* and X* are integrable.
Proof If sup teB E(\X t \)<°c, then, by Theorem 1, X*, X* are integrable and lim sup τ/eβ £(X τ -X,) ^ £(X* -X*). If sup teB E(\X t \) = 30 , without loss of generality, we can and do assume that sup ίeβ E(X^) = 00 . Since lim inf n _ x i?(|X n |) < °°, there exists a strictly increasing sequence {n,} of positive integers such that E(\Xn, |) = M for all / g 1 and some constant M. Now, for each bounded stopping time ί in β, let t' -t on [X;>0} and t'= n on {X; = 0} where n = mi{n l \n }ŝ up{t(w)\w£{X; = 0}}}. We then have E{X t -X n )^ E(Xΐ)-M and sup τ ,,£(X τ -X t ) = °°^ E(X* -X*) and (3) I would like to thank Professors Chacon and Sucheston for their valuable suggestions and comments.
